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Abstract 
An old idea of M. Hall on finitely generated subgroups of free groups is developed. We show 
that it implies that such subgroups have “roots” which are normalizers of certain other 
subgroups. Similarly in free algebras or group rings of free groups over a field every finitely 
generated right ideal has a root, which is the unique maximal subalgebra that contains the ideal 
as an ideal of finite codimension. In analogy to the group case, it is an “idealizer” of another, 
related, ideal. We also define the “Hall index” of a subgroup of a free group and relate it to 
Howson’s theorem. 
There is a theorem of Hall [3], perhaps not sufficiently well known, that says the 
following: If H is a finitely generated subgroup of a free group G then there are 
elements {bi} in G such that if {al, . . . , a,} is a basis for H then {a,, . . . , U,}u{bi} is 
a basis for a free subgroup of finite index in G. If K is the group generated by the set 
{bi} Hall’s result can also be formulated as stating that the natural map 
H*K+HVK, 
where H V K denotes the subgroup generated by H and K, is an isomorphism and 
H V K is of finite index in G. We call such a subgroup K a Hall-complement for H. 
Some 20 years after M. Hall proved his result, Lewin showed that an analogous 
result holds in the free algebra k<Xr, . . . , X,) over a field. His result was: if Z is 
a finitely generated right ideal in the free algebra then there is a right ideal J such that 
ZnJ = (0) and Z + J is of finite codimension in k(X), see [4]. Recently, Amnon 
Rosenmann and Z [6] extended Lewin’s result to free group rings: if R is the group ring 
kG of a free group over a field k, then Lewin’s theorem holds for R as well. We call 
.Z a Hall-complement for I (in analogy to the group case). 
In this paper we apply Hall’s theorem and its analogs in the following way. We note, 
first, that it implies that normalizers (in free groups) and idealizers (in free algebras and 
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free group algebras) have finiteness properties. These results are known but we quickly 
reprove them and then apply them to get new objects. In Section 1 we show that every 
finitely generated subgroup H of a free group has a “root”: a subgroup K that contains 
it, with (K : H) finite, which contains every subgroup K’ that contains H with (K’ : H) 
finite. The existence of the root implies a well-known result of Greenberg (cf. [a]) and 
in fact Greenberg’s theorem can be used to prove the existence. However, our proof 
exhibits the root as a normalizer of a certain explicitly constructed subgroup. Hope- 
fully, this makes it more computable. We also observe that our root is equal to the 
“commensurator” of the subgroup. 
We give examples howing that there are root-closed subgroups H, i.e. subgroups 
satisfying rootc(H) = H, of arbitrarily large rank, and that G eH G is not free when 
H is of sufficiently large rank. 
In Section 2 we define the “Hall index” of a subgroup of a finitely generated free 
group and prove a result relating the Hall index of a subgroup with the rank of its 
intersection with other subgroups. We then discuss the question of how the Hall index 
can be computed. Given a Schreier tree of representatives of a subgroup is there 
a “largest” Hall complement constructible from it that “realizes” the Hall index? The 
answer is not clear. Instead, we describe an algorithm, suggested by the referee, that 
does give the Hall index but employs an old algorithm of Whitehead that is not, 
apparently, very practical. 
In Section 3 we prove that just as Hall’s result implies that certain normalizers have 
finite index, so its analogs due to Lewin and Rosenmann and Rosset imply that the 
idealizer of a finitely generated right ideal, in R = k(X) or kG, is finite codimensional 
over the ideal. This is equivalent to showing that if I is a finitely generated ideal 
EndR(R/Z) is finite dimensional over k. In this form this result (for k(X )) was proved 
by Lewin. 
In Section 4 we apply the result of Section 3 and prove that a finitely generated right 
ideal Z in R (R = k(X ) or kG, as above) has an “algebra root”: there is a subalgebra 
that contains I as a right ideal of finite codimension and contains every subalgebra 
that contains I with finite codimension. This algebra root seems to be an interesting 
animal and we speculate on its possible origin. 
A word on terminology. Since it frequenlty occurs, when we have two groups A E B 
with finite index (i.e. @:A) < co) we will say that B ji-contains A or that A is 
fi-contained in B. Similarly, when U E I/ are k-vector spaces with finite codimension 
(i.e. dim,JV/U) < cc ) we will say that Vfc-contains U, etc. 
1. Group roots 
Let G be a finitely generated free group. It is well known that a non-trivial normal 
subgroup of G is finitely generated if, and only if, it is of finite index. A stronger result 
( see [S, p. 171) is: if a finitely generated subgroup H contains a non-trivial subgroup 
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which is normal in G then H is of finite index. A nice, and often overlooked, 
consequence is: 
1.1. Lemma. If H is a non-trivialjnitely generated subgroup of a free group G then H is 
ofjnite index in its normalizer No(H). 
Proof. The normalizer is a free group that has a non-trivial normal finitely generated 
subgroup. So this subgroup must be of finite index. 0 
Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of a free group G. For convenience, we will 
assume that G is finitely generated too. Let H’ be a Hall complement for H, so that 
H V H’ can be taken as H * H’ and (G : H V H’) < co. Let E be a normal subgroup of 
finite index of G which is contained in H V H’: for example, E can be taken as the 
intersection of all the conjugates of H V H’. We claim that if K fi-contains H then 
KnE = HnE. Indeed, as H V H’ contains E, 
KnE = Kn(H V H’)nE 
and Kn(H V H’) also fi-contains H. But it is clear that a subgroup of H * H’ that 
fi-contains H is necessarily H itself. Thus, Kn(H V H’) = H and 
KnE = HnE = HO 
as claimed. As E is of finite index in G, H,, is of finite index in H and also in K. 
Moreover, as E is normal in G, Ho is normal in K. Thus, 
K E N,(H,). 
Since K was an arbitrary subgroup that fi-contains H and the choice of E was 
independent of K we see that we have proved: every subgroup that fi-contains H is 
contained in No(HO). 
As the index (H : HO) is finite, Ho is finitely generated and it follows from Lemma 1.1 
that (No(H,): H,) < CO. Clearly, H s N,(H,) so (N&H,): H) < co and we see that 
N&H,) fi-contains H and also contains every subgroup that fi-contains H. Suniming 
up we have proved: 
1.2. Theorem. If H is a non-trivial$nitely generated subgroup of a free group G there is 
a subgroup thatji-contains H and is maximal with respect to this property, i.e. it contains 
every subgroup thatfi-contains H. Moreover this subgroup is equal to N,(H,) where HO 
is as described above. 
We call this subgroup the root of H (in G) and denote it 
root,(H). 
1.3. Corollary. (Greenberg’s theorem). lf H is as above and K, L are subgroups that 
$-contain H, then K V L is also ofjnite index over H. 
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Proof. K and L are contained in rootc(H) and hence so is K V L. q 
In fact, the existence of the root can be deduced from Greenberg’s theorem and 
Schreier’s formula for the rank of a subgroup of finite index. Assuming that H is not 
cyclic one shows that the root is equal to a subgroup of minimal rank among the 
subgroups that &contain H. 
However, our direct proof is preferable for two reasons. First, as mentioned above, 
it is more constructive, giving root&H) as N&H,,). Second, as will be seen in 
Section 4, it generalizes to give a “root” for ideals, the root of an ideal being 
a subalgebra. In that new context both Greenberg’s theorem and Schreier’s formula 
are not available. 
Many groups share the same root. For example, the root of all the subgroups of 
finite index in G is G. It is also easy to see that if G1 is a factor of G, i.e. there is another 
subgroup Gz such that the natural map G1 * G2 -+ G is an isomorphism, then G1 is the 
root of all its subgroups of finite index. Are these all “root-closed” subgroups, i.e. 
subgroups H satisfying root(;(H) = H? We show next that this is not so by exhibiting 
root-closed subgroups of arbitrarily high rank. 
1.4. Examples. Assume first that G is free of rank n 2 3. Let G1 be a normal subgroup 
of finite index m. Then, by Schreier’s formula, G1 is free of rank 1 + m. (n - 1). Let p be 
a prime number between m and rn. (n - 1). As n - 1 2 2 it is known that for every 
m > 1 such a p exists. Let H be the subgroup generated by p + 1 elements out of 
a basis of G1 . If K is a subgroup that fi-contains H then clearly KnGl = H, G1 . K is 
a subgroup of G, and (K: H) = (G, K: G,) I m. The Schreier formula gives 
rank(H) = p + 1 = 1 + (K : H) * (rank(K) - 1) 
which implies that (K : H) divides p. As (K : H) I m < p and p is prime this forces 
(K: H) to be 1, i.e. K = H. 
If G is of rank 2, let G1 be a normal subgroup of prime index p, so that G1 is free of 
rank 1 + p. If H is a proper factor of Gi, i.e. is generated by a proper part of a basis of 
Gi, then we can show, as above, that H is equal to its root. Indeed if K fi-contains 
H then KnGl = H and if K # H then clearly G1 *K = G which implies that 
(K:H)=(G1*K:G1)=(G:G1)=p. 
The Schreier formula now says that the rank of H (which is less than p + 1) is equal to 
l+(K:H)*(rank(K)-l)>l+p. 
This is a contradiction, proving that K = H. 
We can use these examples to construct an amalgamated product G *H G which is 
not free (with G, H as above). This is a counterexample to the following problem: if 
U and V are free groups and W is a finitely generated free group with two injections 
W L, U, W c--t V such that root,(W) = W and rootV(W) = W, is it true that 
U *R V is free? 
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To show that G *H G is not free when m (m = (G : G,)) is sufficiently large we can use 
a Mayer-Vietoris argument. Let k be a field (e.g. IF,). Part of the M - I/ sequence for 
homology with k coefficients is 
H~(G)OH~(G)~H~(G*HG)~H~(H)~H~(G)OH~(G). 
As G is free, H,(G) = 0. Also H1 (H) z k 0 Hab is a k-vector space of dimension 
p + 1 > m, and H,(G) is a k-vector space of dimension II. If m 2 2n then the map 
H,(H) + H,(G) 0 H,(G) is not injective and thus 
H,(G*HG) #O. 
This proves that G *H G is not free. In fact, the argument shows that U err T/ is not free 
when rank (W ) 2 rank (U ) + rank (V ). In this connection see also my paper [S]. 
1.5. How does one compute the root of a subgroup H? In fact, according to remarks 
of the referee all the steps in our proof of its existence are feasible computationally. 
One first finds some Hall complement H’ for H. This is not hard, see [3]. Next 
compute the intersection E of the conjugates of H V H’. Then compute the intersec- 
tion H,-, = EnH. Finally, the normalizer of Ho is the desired root. 
2. The Hall index 
Let G be a finitely generated free group and H a subgroup. As above, a Hall 
complement for H is a subgroup K such that the natural map H * K -+ H V K is an 
isomorphism, and the index (G : H V K) is finite. It exists if, and only if, H is finitely 
generated. We define the Hall index of H in G to be the infimum, when K runs over all 
Hall complements of H, of the index 
(G: H V K), K a Hall complement of H, 
and denote it 
(G : %a,, . 
If H is of finite index in G, its unique Hall complement is { l> so that its Hall index is its 
ordinary index. On the other extreme, H does not have a Hall complement if (and only 
if) it is not finitely generated, in which case its Hall index, being the inf of the empty 
set, is infinite. Thus, (G: H)Ha,, is finite iff H is finitely generated. 
If K is a Hall complement for H and L fi-contains H then we have seen (in Section 1) 
that Ln(H V K) = H and it is easily seen that (L. (H V K) : H V K) = (L : H). It 
follows from these facts that 
(G: H)Hall 2 (rootG(H): H). 
An example in which this inequality is strict is obtained when H is a root-closed 
subgroup of rank greater than the rank of G. Clearly, H cannot have Hall index 1 as it 
cannot be a free factor of G. Such subgroups are exhibited in Examples 1.4. 
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The motivation for introducing the Hall index comes from the following: 
2.1. Proposition. Let A, B be$nitely generated subgroups of G. Then 
rank(An B) I 1 + min { (G : A)Hall *(rank(B) - l), (G: B)n,,,*(rank(A) - l)}. 
Proof. It is enough to show that if A’ is a Hall complement for A and A V A’ is of 
index m in G then 
rank(AnB) I 1 + m*(b - l), 
where b = rank(B). The index, in B, of Bn(A V A’) is at most m, so by Schreier’s 
formula 
rank(Bn(A V A’)) I 1 + m(b - 1). 
Now Bn(A V A’) is a subgroup of the free product A* A’ E A V A’ and hence its 
intersection with A is a free factor of it: this can be proved directly by the Schreier 
technique, but is also a part of the Kurosh subgroup theorem in which it is proved 
that a subgroup U of A * A’ is equal to (UnA) * (other factors). Thus BnA, which is 
equal to Bn(A V A’)nA, is a free factor of Bn(A V A’). In particular, since the rank of 
a free factor is less than or equal to the rank of the whole group, 
rank(BnA) I rank(Bn(A V A’)) 5 1 + m.(b - 1). 
This completes the proof. 0 
How to compute the Hall index of a subgroup H? Probably, the correct way to do 
that is to devise an algorithm that will produce the “best” Hall complement hat 
realizes the Hall index of the given subgroup. In lieu of that we describe an algorithm, 
suggested by the referee, that employs a well-known (but “totally impractical”) 
algorithm of Whitehead [9]. As in 1.5 start by finding some Hall complement H’ for H. 
If the index of H V H’ in G is m there is an algorithm, due - properly enough - to Hall 
that gives all subgroups of G of index m or less. Find all these subgroups that contain 
H. If L is such we must now decide whether H is a free factor of it. This is done using 
the Whitehead algorithm. This algorithm decides when two finite subsets of L are 
equivalent under an automorphism of L. Clearly, H is a factor of L iff a given basis of 
it is equivalent o a part of a basis of L. Thus, we have an algorithmic way of finding all 
subgroups of index I m that have H as a free factor. The Hall index is, of course, the 
smallest index of such a subgroup. 
3. Idealizers 
The idealizer of right ideal I in a ring R is defined by 
O(Z) = (aeR: al E Z}. 
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It is a subring of R, contains Z as a 2-sided ideal, and is maximal with respect o this 
property. If k is the center of R it contains k. lR + Z and it may be equal to it, but in 
many cases it is large. For example, if Z is a 2-sided ideal its idealizer is the whole of R. 
The idealizer is, in a sense, an analogue of the normalizer of a subgroup and we will 
prove for it results similar to those of Section 1. 
Henceforth, in this section, R will stand for either the free algebra k(X) on finitely 
many variables or the group ring kG of a free group of finite rank, over the field k. 
3.1. Theorem. Zf Z is a jnitely generated right ideal in R and J is any non-zero right 
ideal of R contained in Z then (I + 0 (J))/Z is finite dimensional over k. 
Proof. Let L be a right ideal such that LnZ = 0 and L + Z is of finite codimension in 
R (a Hall complement). 
Ifb#OisinJandx~Z,y~Landy#OthensinceRisadomainyb#Oandyb~L 
so (x + y)b$Z. This proves that 
O(J)n(Z + L) G Z 
and, hence, that O(J)n(Z + L) = U(J)hZ. Thus, 
(O(J)+ Z)/Z z O(J)/O(J)nZ 
= l(J)/l(J)n(Z + L) 
x (O(J) + Z + L)/(Z + L) G R/(Z + L). 
As R/(Z + L) is finite dimensional the theorem follows. Cl 
3.2. Corollary. Zf, in the notation of Proposition 4.1, J is a 2-sided ideal then Z is ofjnite 
codimension in R. 
Proof. For then O(J) = R. 0 
More generally: 
3.3. Corollary. Assume that, in Theorem 3.1, J is contained in some subalgebra S and is 
a 2-sided ideal in it, then ZnS is jnite codimensional in S. 
Proof. The assumption means that S E O(J), so S/Ins = (I + S)/Z E (I $ O(J))/Z and, 
by Proposition 4.1, (I + O(J))/Z is finite dimensional. 0 
In particular: 
3.4. Corollary. Every non-trivial finitely generated right ideal in R is finite codimen- 
sional in its idealizer. 
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If Z is a right ideal in R then it is easily seen (and was first noted by Fitting [ 11) that 
E(Z) = O(Z)/Z is naturally the endomorphism ring of R/Z (over R). Hence, when Z is 
non-trivial and finitely generated (Corollary 3.4) is equivalent to saying that 
EndR(R/Z) is a finite-dimensional algebra over k. In this form this is due to Lewin [4, 
Theorem31. If I’ is another right ideal of R then 
Hom,(R/Z, R/Z’) 
is identifiable with 
{x E R: xl G Z’}/Z’. 
We will now show that if I’ is also finitely generated (and Z # 0) this too is finite 
dimensional. We denote {x: xl c I’} by (Z’:Z), so that O(Z) = (Z:Z). 
3.5. Proposition. Zf Z # 0 and I’ arefinitely generated right ideals then (I’ : Z)/Z’ isjnite 
dimeitsional. 
Proof. Let .Z be a Hall complement for I’. We claim that 
(Z’ : Z)n(Z’ + J) = I’. 
Indeedifx~Z’andy~J,y#O,then,forz#O,yz#OandisinJso 
(x + Y)Z#Z’ 
showing that such an x + y cannot be in (I’ : I). yaw, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
(Z’:Z)/Z’ = (Z’:Z)/(Z’:Z)n(Z’ + J) 
% ((I’: I) + I’ + J)/(Z’ + J) c R/(Z’ + J) 
and as R/(Z’ + J) is finite-dimensional so is (Z’:Z)/Z’. 0 
If z 1, *** 7 I,, are non-trivial finitely generated right ideals in R then an endomor- 
phism over R of the right module R/Z, @ ... @ R/Z” can be considered as a matrix 
whose entries lie in the various HomR(R/Zj, R/Z,). As each such space is finite 
dimensional so is EndR(R/Z1 0 ... @ R/Z,,). 
Still more generally if I;, . . . , Zh is another set of non-trivial finitely generated right 
ideals then 
Hom,(R/Z, 0 1.. @R/Z,, R/Z; @ ... @R/Z;) 
is finite dimensional. In fact, Lewin proved (in the same Theorem 3 mentioned above) 
that if M, N are finitely presented R-modules without free factors (i.e. M is not 
isomorphic to a sum F @ M’ with F a non-trivial free module, and N similarly) then 
Hom,(M, N) is finite dimensional. This also follows from our result as follows. If M is 
generated by x1, . . . , x, each RXi is isomorphic to a module of the form R/Z with 
Z finitely generated. The restriction map from Hom,(M, N) to @iHomR(Rxi, N) 
being injective it suffices to show that Hom,(R/Z, N) is finite dimensional. This is 
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proved by induction on the number n of generators of N, the case n = 1 being our 
result (Proposition 3.5). 
4. Roots of ideals 
Let Z be a finitely generated right ideal in R where R, as before, is either k (X ), the 
free algebra, or kG with G a freee group. Then it is known, and follows from the 
Schreier-Lewin method [4] that Z is a free R-module. In [S] Lewin proved that if F is 
a free R-module of rank I and P is a submodule of F of finite codimension m then P is 
free of rank 
r + m(n - 1) 
where n is the cardinality of X or the rank of G. 
Recall that when we have an inclusion of vector spaces I’ c W where V is of finite 
codimension in W we say that V is “fc-contained” in W or that W fc-contains I’. 
Now suppose that Z is of rank I, and L is a right ideal that fc-contains I. If the rank 
of L is s, then by Lewin’s formula 
r = s + (n - l)dim,(L/Z). 
In particular, s I I and s < r if L # Z and n > 1. It is clear that if L’ is another right 
ideal that fc-contains I, then L + L’ also fc-contains I. Now let K be a right ideal that 
fc-contains Z and whose rank as a free R-module is smallest among all right ideals that 
fc-contain I. We claim that K contains every right ideal that fc-contains I. Indeed, let 
L be a right ideal that fc-contains 1. If L is not contained in K then K + L properly 
fc-contains K and is thus of smaller rank. As it fc-contains Z this contradicts the 
minimality of rank (K). Thus, L c K and we have proved: 
4.1. Proposition. Zf Z is a non-trivial finitely generated right ideal in R then 
there is a right ideal K that j&contains it and contains every right ideal that fc- 
contains it. 
This K will be called the “ideal-root” of Z and denoted i-root (I). While Proposition 
4.1 is a partial analogue of Theorem 1.2 there is another possibility: is there a unique 
maximal subalgebra of R that fc-contains I? In other words, is there a subalgebra that 
fc-contains Z and also contains all subalgebras that fc-contain I? It turns out that this 
is so, as will now be proved. 
So I is a finitely generated right ideal in R. Let J be a Hall complement. In Z + J 
there are 2-sided ideals of R that are of finite codimension in R. For example, the 
annihilator of the right R-module R/(Z + J): as dim,(R/(Z + .Z )) < cc and R acts on 
it k-linearly the annihilator is the kernel of the ring homomorphism R + Endk 
(R/(Z + J)) and End,(R/(Z + J)) is itself finite dimensional over k. 
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Fix a 2-sided ideal L of R as above: L E I + J and dim,(R/L) < co. Let S be any 
subalgebra of R that fc-contains I. We claim that 
LnS = Lnl. 
As LnI E LnS is obvious it remains to prove the reverse inclusion. Note first that 
Sn(1 + J) = I. Indeed, if XE~, ~EJ and x + YES then, as XEZ E S, YES. But this 
forces y to be zero. For if y # 0 all its powers y, y’, . . . are linearly independent 
modulo I : as the sum Z + J is direct it is enough to show that these powers are linearly 
independent over k and this is obvious since no non-central element of R is algebraic 
over k. This linear independence contradicts the finite dimensionality of S/I. Thus, 
LnS = (Ln(1 + J))nS = Lnl 
as claimed. 
It follows that (i) LnS is a 2-sided ideal of S which is of finite codimension in S and 
(ii) LnS, being equal to Lnl, is a finitely generated right ideal in R. Indeed, it is a right 
ideal since it is an intersection of right ideals and it is finitely generated since it is of 
finite codimension in I. Alternatively, LnI is finitely generated since both L and Z are 
finitely generated and it is easy to see (and well known) that, in R, the intersection of 
finitely generated right ideals is finitely generated. 
From (i) and (ii) we see that S is contained in the idealizer O(Ln1). By Corollary 3.4, 
LnI is finite codimensional in its idealizer and thus, a fortiori, I is fc-contained in 
R’ = 0 (Lnl). We conclude that every subalgebra S that fc-contains I is contained in 
R’. This implies that R’ is a subalgebra of R that fc-contains I and contains every 
subalgebra that fc-contains I. So we have proved: 
4.2. Theorem. If I is a non-trivial finitely generated right ideal in R there exists 
a subalgebra that fc-contains I and also contains every subalgebra that fc-contains I. 
We call this subalgebra the root of I and denote it root(Z). Since k. 1 + i-root(d) is 
a subalgebra that fc-contains I we see that i-root(Z) c root(l). 
It is easy to see that, in general, the root of an ideal is not equal to its idealizer. The 
simplest such examples are finite codimensional right ideals that are not 2-sided: their 
root is R and their idealizers are smaller. 
To discuss possible relations between the rank of an ideal and its codimension in its 
root we first look at the situation in the group case. If H is a cyclic subgroup of a free 
group its root is also cyclic and the index (root(H) : H) can be anything. On the other 
hand, if H is of rank r > 1 the situation is completely different, for then if 
(root(H) : H) = m and the rank of root(H) is n then 
r = 1 + m(n - 1). 
As n > 1 this implies that m I r - 1. Thus there is a relation between rank(H) and its 
index in its root. 
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It is easy to see that the situation is similar with the i-root: if Z is a free ideal of rank 
r > 1 in R(R = k(X) or kG, as always) then from Lewin’s formula it follows that 
dim,(i-root(Z)/Z) I r - 1. 
Is it true that, when Y > 1, dim,(root(Z)/Z) I r? This question, to which I do not have 
an answer, ties up with the problem of “describing” the possible configurations 
(I, root(Z)). By this I mean the following. Let R' be a finitely generated free subalgebra 
of R and let I’ be 2-sided ideal of finite codimension in R'. Then R' + Z'R is 
a subalgebra of R that fc-contains Z'R and is, moreover, contained in 0 (Z'R). Our proof 
of Proposition 4.1 seems to indicate that perhaps every finitely generated right ideal 
R can be “sandwiched” between such an Z'R and R' + Z'R so that, moreover, its root 
is R'+Z'R. 
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